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Abstract: The peak particle velocity (PPV) is an important indicator for predicting blasting9

excavation disturbances. However, the PPV distribution in the deep underground space is10

significantly different from that on the outdoor ground. Therefore, it is difficult to predict the11

underground PPV by Sadovsky’s vibration formula. The PPV sidewall distribution characteristics12

were studied during site blasting in an underground cavern in the Taohuazui Mine in China, and a13

similar numerical model was used to verify the site test data. We derived a PPV prediction formula14

for the underground cavern sidewall surrounding rock using a mechanical analysis model of a15

simply supported plate and beam in combination with dimensional analysis. The model considered16

derived boundary constraints, comparison with site measured data, the value predicted by17

Sadovsky’s vibration formula, and numerical simulation results. The results showed that the PPV18

distribution on the middle 1/3 section of the underground cavern sidewall showed a “platform” or19

“bulge” different from the curve from Sadovsky’s vibration formula. The PPV amplification20

coefficient in this section was distributed in a drum shape. The PPV prediction formula for the21

middle section of the sidewall derived in this paper was highly consistent with the data measured22

on-site and the numerical simulation results. The mechanical analysis model with a simply23

supported plate and beam included an underground cavern sidewall length-height ratio of 5 and24

effectively supplemented the PPV prediction formula for the middle section of the traditional25

underground cavern sidewall.26

Key words: cavern sidewall; PPV; simply supported plate; simply supported beam; prediction27

formula; drum distribution28

29
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1 Introduction30

To date, drilling-blasting is still the main excavation method for constructing tunnels, mines,31

underground hydropower stations, and other underground spaces. Researchers continue to study32

blasting safety during construction (Jiang et al., 2020; Foderà et al., 2020; Li et al., 2020; Li et al.,33

2020). With rapid developments in the scale and buried depth of underground excavation (Duan et34

al., 2017; Feng et al., 2019), the construction of a large number of underground caverns has been35

commenced successively, and the associated difficulties in blasting excavation construction and36

vibration prediction control of upright high sidewalls have been increasing (Zareifard, 2020; Sakai37

et al., 2020; Iwano et al., 2020; Han et al., 2020). During blasting excavation, energy propagates38

along the sidewall in the form of vibration waves, inducing damage to the surrounding rock and39

lining and leading to sidewall instability, closed function failure, and other problems. This greatly40

increases the construction safety risk and operation maintenance costs. Therefore, the PPV of41

underground cavern sidewalls should be strictly and accurately tested and predicted (Lu et al.,42

2012).43

The theoretical and empirical formulas derived by Sadovsky from spherical charge initiation44

conditions in an infinite free field (i.e., Sadovsky’s vibration formula) have significant limitations45

when used to predict the PPV distribution of blasting vibrations in underground jointed rock46

masses (Li et al., 2010; Li et al., 2011; Fan et al., 2011; Yu et al., 2020). Many researchers have47

studied the slope elevation effect under blasting vibration (Song et al., 2020; Luo et al., 2020;48

Song et al., 2020; Havenith et al., 2003; Ashford and Sitar, 1997) and proposed modified49

Sadovsky’s formulas. These modifications use a power function or an approximate curve to50

predict the PPV monotonicity attenuation with the distance from the blasting centre or survey51

point elevation (Tang and Li, 2011; Tan et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2011). Other scholars used a large52

amount of PPV measured data to train different algorithm models with better blasting vibration53

PPV prediction (Yu et al., 2020; Arthur et al., 2020; Amiri et al., 2020; Fattahi and Hasanipanah,54

2020; Zhou et al., 2020).55

The boundary constraints of underground upright sidewall planes or cylindrical sidewalls are56

significantly different from those of the infinite space considered by Sadovsky’s vibration formula57

or the semi-infinite space on open ground. Many studies have proven that the vibration attenuation58
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of underground structure blasting is different from that of surface blasting (Chen et al., 2007; Li59

and Li, 2018; Li et al., 2011). Therefore, describing underground sidewall PPV simply by the60

amplification effect has limitations due to the lack of a reasonable mechanical model for dynamic61

analysis and a formula suitable for underground engineering practices. As a result, the industry62

requires a PPV prediction formula suitable for underground high sidewalls. Zhang (Zhang et al.,63

2012), Cao (Cao and Li, 2016), and Li (Li et al., 2014) used a simplified mechanical model64

method for beams on elastic foundations to study the seismic response characteristics of65

underground projects. Li (Li et al., 2018) believed that, different from blasting vibration66

propagation in continuous ground media, blasting vibration attenuation in underground projects is67

affected by special spatial geometry and constraints. Li (Li et al., 2020) attempted to consider the68

high sidewall as a simply supported beam for vibration modal and mode analysis, but no in-depth69

study or discussion was carried out.70

We investigated blasting excavation in the underground space of the Taohuazui Mine in71

China using a combination of site tests, theoretical analysis, and numerical simulations to study72

the elevation amplification effects of underground cavern high sidewalls. We established a high73

sidewall structural dynamic analysis model and derived an underground cavern high sidewall PPV74

amplification effect prediction formula to determine the applicable scope of the simplified end75

constraint method.76

2 PPV Distribution Sidewalls Induced by Underground Blasting77

Excavation78

2.1 Design of blasting test on the sidewall of an underground cavern in the79

Taohuazui Mine80

The underground cavern in the Taohuazui Mine located in the middle and lower reaches of81

the Yangtze River in China was chosen as the site for this test in consideration of its spatial82

structure and surrounding rock characteristics representative of underground projects. The83

surrounding rock of this cavern was highly intact and unsupported, which reflected the vibration84

performance of the original cavern sidewall surrounding rock. The overall dimensions of the85

underground cavern were 32 m×10 m×12 m (L×W×H). The section of the underground86

cavern tested is shown in Fig. 1.87
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88
Fig. 1 Section of Horizontal Line 12-14 Slope at -570 m89

We conducted two blasts in this test and recorded the blasting vibration information on the90

two survey lines during each blast. We modelled the underground cavern sidewall surface as a91

simplified rectangle, and the intersection of the sidewall bottom plate and the left boundary was92

set to the origin. The bottom plate and the left boundary were defined as the X-axis and Y-axis,93

respectively, to establish a rectangular coordinate system as shown in Fig. 2. The blastholes were94

named Blasthole I and Blasthole II with coordinates in Fig. 2 of (15, 0) and (25, 0), respectively.95

The two blasts were performed in Blastholes I and II. The diameters of the blastholes and the96

cartridge were 38 mm and 32 mm, respectively. The depth of the blastholes was 2.0 m. The97

blastholes were charged with φ32 mm emulsion explosive. The maximum single shot dose was98

4kg.99
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Fig. 2 Sidewall Blasting Vibration Survey Points101
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102

Fig. 3 Installation Drawing for Site Survey Points103

The two survey lines arranged for the survey points in this test were named Survey Line I and104

Survey Line II as shown in Fig. 2. Eight survey points were arranged on each survey line along the105

sidewall surface from bottom to the top. The space between adjacent survey points was 1 m. The106

survey points at positions with a relative elevation difference of 3 m~10 m were named I1~I8 and107

II1~II8, respectively. PPV sensor installation at the site survey points is shown in Fig. 3.108

2.2 Analysis of measured PPV data109

Blasthole I was initiated first to obtain the three-dimensional PPV of survey points I1-I8 is110

shown in Fig. 4(a); then, the three-dimensional PPV of survey points II1-II8 was obtained and is111

shown in Fig. 4(b). Next, Blasthole II was initiated to obtain the three-dimensional PPV of survey112

points II1-II8 (Fig. 4(c)) and I1-I8 (Fig. 4(d)).113

(a) Survey Line I, Horizontal Distance from

Blasting Centre 0 m

(b) Survey Line II, Horizontal Distance from

Blasting Centre 10 m
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(c) Survey Line II, Horizontal Distance from

Blasting Centre 0 m

(d) Survey Line I, Horizontal Distance from

Blasting Centre 10 m

Fig. 4 Variation of the Measured Sidewall PPV with Elevation Difference114

According to Fig. 4, the PVV reached the maximum in the Y-axis direction perpendicular to115

the sidewall and the minimum in the horizontal Z-axis direction (i.e., Y X ZV V V  ). Therefore,116

the study was carried out on the PPV in the Y-axis direction perpendicular to the sidewall.117

Comparing the PPV of survey points on Survey Lines I and II under the initiation conditions of118

Blastholes I and II showed that the smaller the horizontal distance from the blasting centre, the119

higher the PPV. Although the PPV variation in the three directions did not completely120

monotonically decrease with increasing elevation difference, it showed an overall decreasing trend.121

The separate analysis of each set of data showed that the PPV in the upper section of the122

underground cavern sidewall varied with the elevation difference. The PPV in the middle section123

of the sidewall showed a “platform” or “bulge” generally distributed in the elevation range of 5 - 8124

m. The data on the two blast test survey lines were compared with Sadovsky’s vibration formula125

(1) to verify whether the sidewall PPV had drum distribution.126

3
( )

Q
V k

R
 (1)127

First, the data measured on Survey Line I were used to determine the site coefficients in128

Sadovsky’s vibration formula: 128.2k  and 1.74  . The predicted PPV values on Survey129

Line I were obtained by substituting other known quantities into the formula. Finally, the130

measured PPV on Survey Line I was compared with the PPV predicted by Sadovsky’s vibration131

formula, and the ratio was defined as the amplification coefficient. Similarly, the PPV of the132

survey points on Survey Line II were fitted to obtain the Sadovsky’s vibration formula coefficients133
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86.34k  and 1.57  . The PPV on Survey Line II was predicted by Sadovsky’s vibration134

formula, and we obtained the amplification coefficient.135

In order to easily assess the amplification coefficient distribution of each survey point, the136

measured value in the Y-axis direction perpendicular to the sidewall, the value predicted by137

Sadovsky’s vibration formula, and the amplification coefficient were drawn in the same figure138

(Fig. 5). The PPV along the sidewall surface decayed with the elevation distribution as a whole.139

However, there was no obvious decrease in the PPV of the survey points within the relative140

elevation difference range of 5 ~ 8 m, but a “platform” or “bulge” indicated that the survey points141

near the middle elevation positions had an amplification effect. It can be seen by observing the142

peak value of the amplification coefficient curve that the maximum value of the amplification143

coefficient in the middle of the sidewall was close to 2.0. The amplification effects of Survey144

Lines I and II were different; the survey points on Survey Line I closer to the centre of the145

sidewall had a greater amplification effect, indicating that the degree of amplification was146

associated with the position. The closer to the centre of the sidewall, the greater the amplification147

effect.148

149

Fig. 5 Elevation Distribution Curve for the Sidewall PPV and Amplification Coefficient in150

the Underground Cavern in the Taohuazui Mine151

Since the amount of site measured data was limited and the survey points had discrete152

distributions, further systematic analysis will be conducted in combination with153
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ANSYS/LS-DYNA, the numerical simulation software for dynamic finite elements.154

2.3 Numerical simulation of the on-site test155

Generally, whether the overall dimensions of the model established are large enough should156

be considered when the analysis software for dynamic finite elements is used to analyse an157

underground cavern to prevent influence on the results. The model boundary dimensions are158

typically approximately 5~10 times the dimensions of the cavern. The underground cavern in the159

Taohuazui Mine was used for this blasting excavation simulation. The dimensions of this cavern160

were 32 m×10 m×12 m (L×W×H). The dimensions of the model were 200m×100 m×150 m161

(L×W×H), as shown in Fig. 6. The whole model included 535,028 units and 556,632 nodes. The162

mechanical parameters (as shown in Table 1) of the rock material were obtained from testing site163

rock samples. The equivalent mean stress on the 1 m×1 m×3 m rectangular hole walls was164

calculated according to the site blasthole charging parameters. As shown in Fig. 7, the PPV rose165

from 0 MPa, suddenly increased to the peak stress, and then decreased quickly. The maximum166

mean stress was 15.8 MPa at 1.56 ms. The mean stress decreased to 0 MPa at 8.5 ms.167

168
Fig. 6 Diagram of the Numerical Model Established169

170
Fig. 7 Mean Stress on Four Sidewalls over Time171
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Table 1 Rock Material Mechanical Parameters172

Density

ρ/(kg/m3)

Elasticity
modulus

E/(GPa)

Poisson’s
ratio

μ

Yield
strength

σ/MPa

Tangent
modulus

Et/GPa

Compressive
strength

Rc/MPa

Firmness
coefficient

f

2700 53.3 0.21 100 8.0 120 5.80～12.55

The PPV at the survey points of the same positions as the on-site test was extracted and173

compared with the site survey points, as shown in Fig. 8. The measured PPV curve was consistent174

with the PPV curve from the numerical simulation, indicating that the numerical simulation results175

were reliable. The PPV in all directions had central amplification, and Y X ZV V V  .176

(a) Survey Line I (b) Survey Line II

Fig. 8 Comparison Diagram of Measured and Numerically Calculated PPV Values177

To study the distribution characteristics of the amplification effect on the sidewall, we178

extracted the PPV at all nodes on the sidewalls in the whole model cavern over time The PPV was179

extracted and divided by the corresponding value predicted by Sadovsky’s vibration formula to180

obtain the sidewall PPV amplification coefficient, as shown in Fig. 9. It can be seen from Fig. 9181

that the PPV sidewall blasting amplification coefficient had a drum distribution. The amplification182

coefficient in the middle section on each survey line in the sidewall length direction was greater183

than 1, with a maximum of 1.91. The amplification coefficients close to the left and right ends of184

the sidewalls were much smaller than that in the middle section, indicating that the left and right185

ends of the sidewalls were subject to greater constraints. However, the amplification coefficients186

on the upper and lower ends in the elevation direction of sidewalls were smaller than 1, indicating187

that the underground sidewall blasting vibration waves were subject to greater constraints than188
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those in semi-infinite planes. Therefore, the influence of constraints on the four sides and at the189

upper and lower ends on the sidewall PPV should be considered when conducting a theoretical190

study of the underground sidewall blasting vibration PPV distribution.191

192

Fig. 9 Amplification Coefficient Distribution Diagram193

3 Simply Supported Plate and Beam Mechanical Analysis Model194

and PPV Prediction Formula195

Since the PPV prediction in the middle section of underground cavern high sidewalls by196

Sadovsky’s vibration formula are consistent with actual conditions, in this section we describe a197

mechanical analysis model more in line with actual conditions. The model considered structural198

dynamics in combination with high sidewall constraint conditions during underground blasting199

excavation. In addition, the vibration characteristics and dimensional methods were analysed to200

obtain a prediction formula suitable for blasting vibrations in the middle sections of high201

sidewalls.202

3.1 Analysis of the vibration response in the mechanical model of a simply203

supported plate204

Vibration propagation in semi-infinite space is influenced by the underground cavern cavity205

and topographic effects. That is, vibration waves produce complex reflections and diffractions on206
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the surface of the rock surrounding the cavern. Under actual engineering conditions, the upper and207

lower ends of the surface rock surrounding underground cavern sidewalls are subject to208

constraints from the roof and the bottom plate, while the left and right ends are subject to209

constraints from the boundaries. Therefore, the surrounding rock typically has simply supported210

plates on four sides, but are different from those of ordinary four-sided simply supported plates.211

Simplified conditions were used in this study to analyse such characteristics, as shown in Fig.10(a),212

the total length of the cavern was equivalent to that of plate a, and the total height was equivalent213

to that of plate b. The simplified mechanical model is shown in Fig. 10(b), with the sidewall214

length direction as the X-axis, the sidewall height direction as the Y-axis, and the cavern width215

direction as the Z-axis. The first-order vibration mode is shown in Fig. 10(c).216

y

z

x

ζ

η

F(t)

a

b

(a) Analysis Surface of Sidewalls

in Underground Cavern

(b) Mechanical Model (c) First-order Vibration

Mode

Fig. 10 Simplified Calculation Model of the Underground Cavern Sidewall217

We simplified the four-sided constraints and the lateral forces on the surface surrounding218

rock. Since the explosion source was near the bottom of the sidewall, the blasting load was219

equivalent to a simple harmonic concentrated load F(x, y, t) acting on any point (x, y) on the220

simply supported plate on four sides. The forced vibration equation for the simply supported plate221

on four sides is:222

4 4 4 2

4 2 2 4 2

( , , )2w w w m w F x y t
x x y y D t D

   
   

   
(2)223

where w is the displacement in the z-axis direction; m� is the mass per unit area of the plate;224

D is the bending stiffness of the plate,
 

3

212 1
EhD





；and E and  are the elasticity modulus225
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and Poisson’s ratio of the material, respectively.226

For the blast impact loads, when not considering the system damping effect, it can be227

assumed that:228

   
   

, , , sin
, , , sin

F x y t q x y t
w x y t w x y t




 
 

(3)229

where q(x, y) is the amplitude of the disturbance force; w(x, y) is the deflection surface230

amplitude equation; and  is the driving frequency.231

Then, the oscillatory differential equation changes to:232

4 4 4 2

4 2 2 4
( , )2w w w q x ym w

x x y y D D
  

   
  

(4)233

Fu (2003) inferred that the dynamic basic solution of the deflection surface equation of the234

simply supported rectangular plate on four sides acts as a simple harmonic transverse unit235

concentrated load on any point (ζ, η) on the plate:236

1 1

4 1( , , , ) sin sin sin sin sin
m n mn

m n m x n yw x y t
Dab K a b a b

     
 

 

  (5)237

Where,
2 2 2 2 2

2 2mn
m nK m
a b D
   

   
 

238

It is not difficult to generalize from the dynamic basic solution that when the force F(t) at any239

point ( , ) on the simply supported rectangular plate on four sides is not a unit harmonic force,240

the deflection surface equation is:241

1 1

4 1( , , , ) sin sin sin sin ( )mn
m n mn

m n m x n yw x y C t
Dab K a b a b

    
 

 

  (6)242

Where, ( )mnC t is the amplitude function.243

The partial differential of the time t was calculated by Equation (5). The PPV of any point on244

the plate at any time was obtained:245

'

1 1

( , , ) 4 1 sin sin sin sin ( )mn
m n mn

w x y t m n m x n y C t
t Dab K a b a b

    

 


 

  (7)246

Generally, for rock and soil structures with higher stiffness, such as underground caverns,247

only the first-order vibration mode is considered. Moreover, for each blast, the load acting on248
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point ( ,  ) is a known point; namely, for each blast,
11

sin sin
K a b
   is a known quantity.249

Thus, the ratio of the PPV at any point on the plate to the maximum velocity peak on the whole250

plate can be obtained:    sin / sin /m x a n y b  and can be used as a dimensionless quantity to251

characterize the ratio of the PPV at any survey point on the sidewall to the maximum velocity252

peak on the whole sidewall.253

3.2 Analysis of the vibration response in the mechanical model of a simply254

supported beam255

We analysed the section of the underground cavern sidewalls with a greater length-height256

ratio, as shown in Fig. 11(a). Since a certain section of the wall was constrained by the upper and257

lower ends, it could be simplified to a simply supported beam for analysis. The applied load could258

be equivalent to the axial load and the transverse load. The latter is provided by the inner259

surrounding rock. During the explosion, any position on the beam is different at different times;260

thus, the transverse load can be equivalent to a function 1( , )= ( )sin( )q y t q y p t of position and261

time. The axial load is jointly provided by the dynamite explosion and the surrounding rock at262

both ends and changes with time in the form of 2( ) sin( )f t A p t , where 1p and 2p are263

driving frequencies. The total length of the cavern was equivalent to the total length of beam b.264

The simplified model is shown in Fig. 11(b). To date, the vibration of cavern sidewalls has been265

simplified to the dynamic response of simply supported beams under biaxial loads. The first-order266

vibration mode of the simply supported beam is shown in Fig. 11(c).267

b

f(t)

f(t)

q(y,t)

y
dy

(a) Analysis of an Ultra-long Cavern
Section

(b) Mechanical Model (c) First-order Vibration
Mode

Fig. 11 Simplified Calculation of the Ultra-long Cavern Model268
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When only the deflection of the beam caused by the bending moment is considered and the269

thickness of the selected surrounding rock is small, the plane cross-section assumption of the270

Euler-Bernoulli beam is satisfied.  f t is a constant value at any time t . The differential271

equation for the bending vibration of a simply supported beam can be expressed by the272

D’Alembert principle (Nakagawa, 1981):273

4 2 2

14 2 2( ) ( )sin( )Y Y YEI m f t q y p t
y t y
  

  
  

(8)274

where EI is the bending stiffness of the beam, m is the unit length mass of the beam, and275

Y is the displacement function  ,Y y t .276

The initial conditions of beam vibration are:277

0

0

( , ) 0
'( , ) 0

t

t

Y y t
Y y t





 
 

(9)278

The boundary conditions of beam vibration are:279

(0, ) ( , ) 0
''(0, ) ''( , ) 0

Y t Y b t
Y t Y b t

  
  

(10)280

The displacement equation solution form of Equation (7) is obtained by separating variables:281

1
( , ) ( )sin

n

n
i

n yY y t C t
b




 (11)282

The influence of the high-order vibration mode is ignored. Only the first-order vibration283
mode is considered.284

When 1n  ，285

1( , ) ( )sin yY y t C t
b


 (12)286

The equation above is used to obtain the partial differential of time t and the vibration287

velocity at any position at any time.288

1
( , ) '( )sinY y t yC t
t b





(13)289

From the above equation, we can obtain the maximum vibration velocity of the simply290

supported beam appears in the middle of beam  1 / 2 H at any time with a value of 1 '( )C t . The291

ratio of the vibration velocity 1 '( )sin( / )C t y b at any point on the beam to the maximum292
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velocity peak 1 '( )C t on the whole beam is sin( / )y b . This ratio is a dimensionless quantity293

and can be used to characterize the influence of boundary constraints on the vibration velocity in a294

constrained space.295

3.3 Dimensional analysis of sidewall PPV considering four-side and two-end296

constraints297

Combined with the dynamic analysis results in Section 3.1, we see that the PPV of any298

survey point on the surface of the underground cavern blasting sidewall was related to the299

X-coordinate of the survey point x , the total length of the cavern a , the Y-coordinate of the300

survey point y , the total height of the sidewall b , and the sine function of /x a and /y b . In301

addition, according to the traditional blasting vibration response analysis, blasting vibration was302

also mainly influenced by relevant factors such as topography and geomorphology, geological303

conditions, the maximum single shot dose Q , the distance from the survey point to the blasting304

centre R , the rock mass natural vibration frequency f , vibration wave propagation velocity c305

and detonation time t , surface rock mass particle vibration displacement  , surface rock mass306

particle vibration acceleration a , and rock mass density  . According to dimensional analysis,307

the underground cavern blasting sidewall PPV can be expressed as:308

( , , , , , , , , , , , )V Q R a x b y f c t a   (14)309

According to the number of parameters, there is a total of 12 physical quantities analysed.310

The independent variable is (Q, R, c) according to the π theorem, and there are 9 π components.311

i represents a dimensionless quantity, then:312

0 1 2 3 42

3

5 6 7 8 9

, , , , ,

, , , ,

V aR fR b
c R c c R
y a x R tc
R R R Q R

    

    


     


    


(15)313

Equation (14) is substituted into Equation (13), then:314

3

2, , , , , , , ,V aR fR b y a x R tc
c R c c R R R R Q R

 
 

  
 

(16)315

In addition, the following dimensionless quantity can be obtained:316
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1
10 4 5

1
11 6 7

( )

( )

R y y
b R b
R x x
a R a

  

  





          


           

(17)317

12 sin sinx y
a b
         
   

(18)318

3

13 3
sin sin

/
x y

a bQ R
  

                    
(19)319

Under the same site conditions,  and c are approximated as constants. Therefore, from320

Equation (18) there is a functional relationship between V and
3

3
sin sin

/
x y

a bQ R
        

             
.321

Then, the function can be written as:322

3

1 1 2 2ln ln ln sin sin
Q x yV
R a b

    
                              

(20)323

where 2 2 ln sin sinx y
a b
                

characterizes the influence of the four-side324

constraints of the sidewall on PPV. If this item is ignored, Sadovsky’s vibration formula can be325

solved as follows:326

13 Q
V k

R


 

   
 

(21)327

If the influence of the four-side constraints of the sidewall on PPV is considered, the328

following can be obtained by solving Equation (13):329

1 2

1 2
3

sin sin
Q x yV e e
R a b

 
                       

(22)330

When 1 2'k e  , '
1 1  , '

2 2  , then:331

1 23
' sin sin

Q x yV k
R a b

 
                     

(23)332

where 1 , 2 , k and 'k are coefficients considering geological factors, constraints on333

the four sides of the sidewalls, and topographic influence; 1 and '
1 are the blasting vibration334
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PPV attenuation coefficients relevant to geological conditions; and 2 and '
2 are impact335

factors of constraints on the four sides of the sidewalls.336

Similarly, considering the influence of the constraints at the upper and lower ends of the337

cavern sidewall on the PPV, the vibration velocity formula of the sidewall can be derived as338

follows:339

' '
1 2

3
'' ( ) (sin )

Q yV k
R b

 
 (24)340

where ''k is the coefficient considering geological factors, constraints at the upper and341

lower ends, and topographic influence; '
1 is the blasting vibration PPV attenuation coefficient342

relevant to geological conditions; and '
2 is the impact factor of constraints at the ends.343

The application of Equations (23) and (24) is the same as that of Sadovsky’s vibration344

formula. Site blasting test is required. The regression analysis should be carried out by the345

distance from the survey point to the blasting centre, the horizontal distance from the blasting346

centre, the total length of the cavern, the vertical distance from the blasting centre, the total height347

of the cavern, the maximum single shot dose, and the measured value of PPV to determine348

coefficients 'k , ''k , '
1 and '

2 and obtain the blasting vibration prediction formula.349

4 Verification of Accuracy and Applicability of Prediction Formula350

4.1 Verification of accuracy of prediction formula351

Unitary regression and binary regression analyses were performed on Sadovsky’s vibration352

formula and prediction equations (23) and (24) according to the data on Survey Lines I and II in353

the Taohuazui Mine. We obtained formula coefficients: 128.2k  , 1.74  , ' 53.06k  ,354

1 0.75  , 2 1.11  , '' 60.32k  , '
1 0.92  and '

2 1.12  ; 86.34k  , 1.57  ,355

' 43.57k  , 1 0.39  , 2 1.5  , '' 43.34k  , '
1 0.88  and '

2 1.13  . The predicted PPV356

values at each survey point could be further obtained by substituting such parameters as single357

shot dose, the distance from blasting centre, and elevation difference corresponding to the data at358

each survey point into the prediction formula.359

The variation in the measured value in the Y-axis direction at survey points on Survey Lines I360
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and II, the value predicted by Sadovsky’s vibration formula, and the values predicted by the361

simply supported plate formula and simply supported beam formula with the elevation difference362

were drawn into curves on the same diagram for comparison (Fig. 12).363

(a) Survey Points on Survey Line I (b) Survey Points on Survey Line II

Fig. 12 Comparative Analysis of PPV at Different Elevations364

According to Fig. 12, the curve predicted by the simply supported plate formula was365

consistent within the elevation range of 5 - 8 m. The curve predicted by the simply supported366

beam formula also presents a certain degree of fitting within this range. However, the curve367

predicted by Sadovsky’s vibration formula had poor fitting. The fitting of Sadovsky’s vibration368

formula prediction curve within the elevation ranges of 3 - 4 m and 9 - 10 m with the measured369

curve was significantly higher than that of the curves predicted by the simply supported plate370

formula and the simply supported beam formula. This resulted from simplifying the boundary371

constraints in the mechanical analysis model when deriving the formula in this paper.372

Since the dimensions of the selected underground cavern in the Taohuazui Mine were limited373

to a length-height ratio less than 3, it was consistent with the mechanical model of the simply374

supported plate and not as consistent with the mechanical model of the simply supported beam.375

When the length-height ratio of the underground cavern sidewalls is great, the left and right376

constraint effects on the sidewall are insignificant. When the whole sidewall is simplified to the377

simply supported plate model, it is no longer applicable. Instead, the sidewall section should be378

simplified to a simply supported beam for analysis. The distribution characteristics of the PPV and379

amplification effect under different length-height ratios will be further studied.380
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4.2 Applicability of the prediction formula considering the length-height ratio381

of an underground cavern382

We established a group of similar numerical models according to the parameters of the383

underground cavern in Section 2.3 to study the influence of the sidewall length-height ratio on384

PPV. Table 2 lists the parameters of the different numerical calculation models, and Fig. 13 gives385

the 1/2 section of the No. 2 numerical calculation model.386

Table 2 Numerical Calculation Model Parameters387

SN

Height of
cavern

sidewall
b（m）

Length of
cavern

sidewall
a（m）

Length-height
ratio

Ground
stress σ
（MPa）

Model
length

Model
width

Model
height

1 12 12 1 20 144 60 72

2 12 36 3 20 216 60 72

3 12 60 5 20 360 60 72

4 12 84 7 20 504 60 72

388
Fig. 13 Section of the No. 2 Numerical Calculation Model and Details of the Blasting Test Area389

The blasting zone of the four models was designed in the middle of the sidewall. The blasting390

PPV was selected as the survey line directly above the blast zones which were located at 6 m, 18391

m, 30 m, and 42 m. A schematic of the blast zones and survey points is shown in Fig. 13. After392

completing calculations with the four models, the PPV data within the elevation difference range393
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of 5 - 8 m on the survey line were extracted (Fig. 14). The fitting curves of Equations (23) and (24)394

were also drawn in the same diagram.395

396

Fig. 14 Influence of Different Length-height Ratios on Sidewall PPV and Values Predicted by Two397

Models398

We see from Fig. 14 that with the increase in the sidewall length-height ratio, the PPV399

numerical simulation at the same elevation showed a slight increase. Since the blasting dose,400

blasting position, and distance from the blast centre were the same, the constraints of the left and401

right boundaries on the sidewall surrounding rock decreased with increasing sidewall402

length-height ratio. The decrease was manifested as an increase in sidewall PPV.403

By comparing the closeness of the two absolute value curves of the difference between the404

predicted values and simulated values to the curve y=0 we observed that the closer to y=0, the405

better the prediction effect of the formula. In addition, when the length-height ratio of the sidewall406

was 1, 3 and 5, the closeness of the red curve to the curve y=0 was basically the same and better407

than the blue curve. When the length-height ratio of the sidewall was 7, the red curve started to408

deviate from the curve y=0. However, the blue curve became increasingly closer to the curve y=0409

with the increase in the length-height ratio and was very close to the red curve when the410

length-height ratio was 5. The blue curve was even closer to the curve y=0 than the red curve411

when the length-height ratio was 7. This indicated that when the length-height ratio of the sidewall412

was greater than 7, the values predicted by the two-end constraint model were more accurate than413
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those predicted by the four-side constraint model. Therefore, to ensure more accurate prediction414

results, we suggest using the mechanical model of a simply supported plate or simply supported415

beam and its prediction formula in the underground space with a sidewall length-height ratio of 5.416

5 Conclusion417

In this paper, the four-side constraint and two-end constraint PPV prediction formulas were418

derived using an underground cavern blasting test in the Taohuazui Mine in China with the419

mechanical model of a simply supported plate and simply supported beam. The following420

conclusions were drawn by comparing the measured sidewall PPV of the underground cavern with421

the PPV predicted by the formula:422

(1) The PPV on the underground cavern sidewall showed a “platform” or “bulge” at the423

sidewall middle elevation. That is, an elevation amplification effect appeared in the middle 1/3424

section of the sidewall. The maximum amplification coefficient in the middle of the sidewall425

reached 1.9.426

(2) The blasting PPV prediction formula considering “boundary constraints” was obtained in427

combination with the dimensional method. The formula is428

  213'( ) sin( / )sin( / )V k Q R x a y b    in the mechanical model of the simply supported plate429

and  
'' 213''( ) sin( / )V k Q R y b   in the mechanical model of the simply supported beam.430

(3) We found by comparing the prediction ability of Sadovsky’s vibration formula and the431

PPV prediction formula herein that the prediction formula considering “boundary constraints”432

could more accurately predict the PPV drum distribution characteristics in an underground cavern433

sidewall middle section.434

(4) When the length-height ratio of an underground cavern sidewall is smaller than 5, the435

mechanical model of the simply supported plate and its prediction formula are recommended.436

6 Discussion437

The boundary conditions of an underground cavern sidewall surrounding rock are438

complicated. Therefore, we simplified the boundary constraints when establishing a mechanical439

analysis model, leading to some limitations in the use of the model and prediction formula.440

However, the end constraints on the surrounding rock are actually a kind of force constraint441
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between simple and clamped supports. Further study on this problem should be done. Since it is442

difficult to obtain complete and accurate data on the blasting PPV of underground cavern high443

sidewalls, the mechanical models and prediction formulas proposed in this paper need to be tested444

in more projects.445
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Figures

Figure 1

Section of Horizontal Line 12-14 Slope at -570 m

Figure 2

Sidewall Blasting Vibration Survey Points



Figure 3

Installation Drawing for Site Survey Points



Figure 4

Variation of the Measured Sidewall PPV with Elevation Difference



Figure 5

Elevation Distribution Curve for the Sidewall PPV and Ampli�cation Coe�cient in the Underground Cavern
in the Taohuazui Mine

Figure 6

Diagram of the Numerical Model Established



Figure 7

Mean Stress on Four Sidewalls over Time

Figure 8

Comparison Diagram of Measured and Numerically Calculated PPV Values



Figure 9

Ampli�cation Coe�cient Distribution Diagram



Figure 10

Simpli�ed Calculation Model of the Underground Cavern Sidewall

Figure 11

Simpli�ed Calculation of the Ultra-long Cavern Model



Figure 12

Comparative Analysis of PPV at Different Elevations

Figure 13

Section of the No. 2 Numerical Calculation Model and Details of the Blasting Test Area



Figure 14

In�uence of Different Length-height Ratios on Sidewall PPV and Values Predicted by Two Models
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